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Very unused to doing uncritical talks about the NHS – there is much to criticize, which 
I will come to, and it is sliding in the wrong direction – HOWEVER, in it’s original form, 
and in lots of ways its current state - it is outstanding, and from my understanding of 
the purpose of today, I’d like to give a brief history of the NHS and it’s creation, how it 
currently functions, and the current challenges we face. 
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Creation of NHS – founding principles and opposition 
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Built and is currently sustained on immigration 
Mention brain drain 
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Not going to attempt to explain it’s current structure, or the many iterations of it’s 
current structure…. 
Then go over basics – how it is funded, what out of pocket payments there are 
(prescription charge, overseas visitors), primary care vs secondary care
Role of private sector
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Huge source of national pride
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Also site of protest
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Privitisation 
2012 health and social care act
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Underfunding – waiting lists , staffing
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Migrant charging
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PPE issues
ITU beds compared to European neighbours
Issues in reporting but highest number of deaths of any European country, 
Understaffed, lack of general beds
Significant health inequalities
PPE – big issue, high healthcare worker deaths
Callous mismanagement by incompetent government – BUT – structure of NHS 
allowed significant mobilization and restructuring of resources overnight, intensive 
care patients moved across the country, vaccination programme made successful by 
robust primary care (everyone registered). 
Opportunity for privitisation but also highlighted gross failures of privitisation – PPE, 
test and trace vs significant power of public system (vaccination) 
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Closing thoughts – model for truly universal healthcare system, and it’s fantastic. but 
a warning that even when you have it, still need to fight to protect it against 
neoliberal, xenophobic governments. 
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